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MBGC President’s Report
The emphasis this month at
Mt Beauty has been on
having fun flying in the
winter conditions and also
conducting Annual Flight
Reviews in readiness for
our summer gliding season.
See CFI Mark Bland’s story
on this below.
The winter flyer icebergers group of MBGC
members has been making the most of quieter
gliding days to tick off this annual requirement.

The jewel of the Victorian Alps, Mt Beauty in the
winter sun from Andrew Evans’ ASW19-VHEAT on
a 2 hour ridge soaring flight.
Photo: Andrew Evans
Some of the MBGC winter flyer icebergers, from left
Mike Pobjoy, Bernie O’Donnell, Atila Kerestes,
Ian Dealy, Detlev Rueff and Mark Bland with snowcapped Mt Bogong in the background. Missing is
Andrew Evans who was behind the camera.

As
I
will
be
overseas
during
August/September, Kitty Vigo has kindly
volunteered to produce the August and
September editions of “Alpine Flyer” in my
absence.

We have seen some extended flights of over 2
hours taking advantage of ridge lift from
northerly winds, which goes to show we
mountain men and ladies don’t always need
thermals to have fun gliding like our flatlander
colleagues.

As a professional journalist, Kitty is sure to
raise the standard of “Alpine Flyer”
considerably so I will probably be eased out of
my highly paid position when I return.
Thanks Kitty for taking on this role.
ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT & ALPINE FLYER EDITOR
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CFI Quote of the month

CFI Report
Well with winter more than
half way through, I for one
am looking forward to
some
better
soaring
weather, although I guess
all the snow bunnies are
having a great time!

There is no sport equal to that which aviators
enjoy while being carried through the air on
great white wings.

As usual, a small number of diehards have
been managing to keep flying, even if only
circuits. The airfield is particularly boggy at
present and we have been operating from the
side of the bitumen to avoid carving up the
grass.

Most MBGC members are happy to conquer
Mt Bogong, Victoria’s highest mountain
located next to our airfield, in a glider flight, but
adventurous Atila Kerestes decided to do it the
hard way with crampons and an ice axe on
th
19 July.

Wilbur Wright, 1905.
Atila conquers Mt Bogong

As I’ve said many times before, currency is a
big deal in aviation and it’s easy to fall into a
slump, especially if you’re less experienced or
advancing in years (sorry old farts!).
There’s always something you can practice or
learn. Most members will require an Annual
Flight Review when you come out from
hibernation, see:
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B775i9ACh45k
MEtoNXVKLVJNZjQ/edit
Please look at this as a fun exercise and not a
test, and be prepared with your log book up to
date and the check form filled in.
It is a GFA requirement that the requirements
of the OPS directive be met and it is lot of
effort for our instructors.
For those who read “Gliding Australia” you’ll
notice a lot of emphasis on competitions which
for some is the pinnacle of our sport, yet only a
small percentage of the membership take part
in.
Even regular cross country flying is probably
only done by less than 20% of GFA members.
Therefore you might ask what the rest do.
Small gliding clubs like Mt Beauty rely on
dedicated commitment of members to survive.
For about the last ten years we’ve been
steadily growing and have done very well, but
it doesn’t take much to go backwards.
Even several months of poor weather and a
lack of participation can be a catalyst for a
slump.
With weather soon to be on the improve
please make an effort to dust off your feathers
and come out and enjoy what most of us love
– to fly around our beautiful valley – safely!
MARK BLAND - CFI
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Atila Kerestes at the summit of Mt Bogong.
Photo: Atila Kerestes (selfie – no one else was
brave enough to tackle the ice covered mountain
with him).

Safety matters
Spinning
There are 3 stages of spin training in gliders;
spin prevention, recovery at the early or
incipient stage, and the full spin and its
recovery. Glider characteristics in stalling and
spinning have changed somewhat over the
years and it is sufficient to say here that a pilot
should be conversant with the qualities of the
glider he flies; such as its pre-spin behaviour
and warning symptoms, and its behaviour in
the various stages of any spin which may
develop.
Strict adherence to the concept of "safe speed
near the ground" should, in theory, be enough
protection to keep spin problems at bay, but
life isn't like that and there are enough spin
accidents and near-accidents in any one year
to make it necessary to train pilots to be
knowledgeable and confident in all aspects of
spinning. No part of spin training and checking
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can be neglected.
For private owners, it is entirely appropriate to
take a look at their glider's Flight Manual and
discuss the stall / spin characteristics of their
machine. Many high performance gliders are
not certified for intentional spinning, but this
does not mean they won't spin! The limitation
is usually a consequence of the likelihood of
exceeding the glider's VNE in the spin
recovery should you get in one.
A discussion of how unintentional spins occur
followed by some airborne exercises of such
situations and possible extreme recovery
attitudes, is likely to be worthwhile for the
private owner, who may not have done such
flying for some time. An example of such a
situation would be a competition finish that
goes wrong, for whatever reason, and leaves
the pilot in an unfamiliar position / attitude low
to the ground… running out of airspeed,
altitude and ideas.

When you go to the page, you’ll see an image
of the webcam. Click on it and you’ll be taken
to the more detailed information. The webcam
image is presented as a panorama so just
scroll across the page to see the rest of the
image.
Below the image you’ll also find the weather
data and a wind rose. It is worth
understanding the information presented in the
wind rose as it will give you the recent wind
history in a single glance – you can get an
explanation of it if you click on the wind rose.

Refer:
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B775i
9ACh45kbEhuZkJoMERDREk&usp=sharing&ti
d=0BzvOakkAvohCQTMwYlZlVFR3TDA
MARK BLAND - CFI
A screen dump of the Aviation Weather View on the
Mt Beauty Webcam website
http://avmet.ymbt.org.au/.

The Australian team at Leszno
Poland

The webcam image updates on the hour and
half hour, but the weather information updates
with every refresh of the screen. We will look
to increase the frequency of the webcam
update once we have more operational
experience with it.
If you have any ideas on how to improve the
presentation of the webcam/weather station
information then please let the Editor know.
rd

Members of the Australian Gliding Team for the 33
FAI World Gliding Championships Leszno, Poland.
rd
MBGC member Craig Collings 3 from left.

Webcam, weather station and
website for Mt Beauty Airport
Mt Beauty airport now has a website at
www.ymbt.org.au through which you can
access weather information and webcam
images of the runway and surrounding area.
The website also contains operational
information about the airfield and general
visitor information.
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Although it is not yet labelled, you will find that
you can get a close-up of the windsock and
the north end of the runway just by clicking
those locations in the image. The latter is very
useful for assessing the weather down the
valley.
If you have not done so already, please take a
look at the www.ymbt.org.au website and "like"
the Mount Beauty Airport page on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/MtBeautyAirport.
Facebook will be used as a means of
communicating operational information about
the field to those who register.
JOHN HILLARD
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Mid-air collision by way of enhanced spatial
referencing and proximity of aircraft through
"alerted see-and-avoid", and Continuing Right
of Access to Airspace as credible airspace
users.

ASK21-GVA and Mt Bogong
Photo: Detlev Rueff

Gumboot gliding with the Grandkids
Andrew Evans provided glider flights for 5 of
his grandkids who visited from MacKay in
north Queensland and Byron Bay area in July.
It was gumboot weather so all launching and
landing was conducted on the bitumen portion
of the airstrip.

The Operations Panel will review current
training methods and processes to ensure
suitable radio use culture and new pilots prior
to their radio endorsements being issued
demonstrate proficiencies.
Radio proficiency testing should be part of the
Annual Flight Review process and instructors
need to ensure pilots under check are capable
of demonstrating an ability to build spatial
awareness of other aircraft within close
proximity through proper radio usage prior to
passing the flight review.
The AA&A Officers will review the guidance
material in the GFA Airways & Radio
Procedures manual using CAAP 166-2 as a
reference.

Andrew Evans with 5 of his grandkids after their
glider flights in ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Yvonne Evans

A message on correct radio usage
from the GFA Operations Panel
Radio usage by glider pilots must be proficient
and Instructors must ensure initial training is
adequate and that proficiency skills are
maintained to current levels of adequacy.

Remember that a functional check of radios is
part of the Daily Inspection.

Brooke and Scott’s wave flight at
Bunyan
Brooke Anderson and her Dad Scott flew to
th
9000’ in wave at Bunyan on 5 July.

Some pilots may make radio calls to satisfy
procedural requirements rather than for
properly reasoned purpose and take little note
of incoming radio calls to build a spatial
appreciation of other aircraft in their vicinity to
assist alerted see and avoid and visual
lookout.
Proper glider radio functionality and use is
considered of paramount importance in
reducing two key gliding risk elements for:
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Brooke and Scott Anderson on their wave flight at
Bunyan in Puchacz-GAS
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ASK21-GVSmi test flight after its
Form 2
Syndicate owned ASK21-GVSmi recently
underwent its annual Form 2 check at
Mt Beauty in Mark Bland’s hangar. Here is a
photo spread of its final checks and test flight.

An enjoyable winter test flight in ASK21-GVSmi in
the shadow of snow covered Mt Bogong.
Photo: Mark Bland

Geelong Gliding Club visitors

Final engine check by Mark Bland and Terry Knight
before the test flight.
Photo: Detlev Rueff (how did he fit in the engine bay
to take this photo?)

Geelong Gliding Club member Geoff Woods flew
into Mt Beauty with wife Carol in their RANS two
seater. Geoff and Carol have recently moved to
Myrtleford.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Annual flight reviews
Don’t forget the requirement for your Annual
Flight Review by 31 August 2014.

Mark Bland almost ready for the test flight take-off
in ASK21-GVSmi.
Photo: Terry Knight
Ian Dealy got in early for his Annual Flight Review
this month with Instructor Andrew Evans in
ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Detlev Rueff
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Let Mark or Suzanne Bland know if you will be
attending:
Mark: 0417 565 514
Suzanne: 0402 438 917

Suzanne and Shirley’s $2 Sausage
Sizzles (assisted by Terry)
Enjoy the $2 sausage sizzles at the Mt Beauty
Airfield terminal building every third Saturday
of the month. Snags and drinks just $2 each.
It’s not a fundraiser, just an opportunity to
socialise, brag and tell fibs about how far, fast
and high you flew and how high your winch
launch was, after the day’s flying.

Brooke Anderson was very excited about doing her
Annual Flight Review including spin check with CFI
Mark Bland.
Photo: Andrew Evans

Campfire dinner
Next Sausage Sizzle Saturday 16
August 2014
Upcoming Events
9th & 10th August 2014. Flight Instructor
Refresher Course Trial (FIRC), Benalla.
September (date TBA) - AIS sports camp for
glider pilots. Peter Trotter coordinating.
st

th

1 to 8 November - Bendigo Regatta and
Coaching week, Raywood.
MBGC is conducting an additional social
function this month with a campfire/BYO
nd
dinner on Saturday night 2 August from
5.30pm at the airfield terminal building. BYO
dinner or a dish to share.
The terminal building now has a microwave
oven to warm food and a BBQ will be provided
to cook your own meat.

th

th

9 November to Saturday 15 November SpeedWeek14 at West Wyalong.
Date to be advised in November - Leeton
camp.
nd

th

22 to 29 November - Benalla Coaching
week

Bring some marshmallows to toast on the
campfire. Also bring chairs and a table if you
wish.
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Winch Driver Tally
Winch launch tallies for the calendar year from
st
1 January 2014 are shown below.
Mark Bland

175

Detlev Rueff

135

Mark Lucey

86

Reuben Lane

73

Bernie O’Donnell

64

Andrew Evans

56

Ron Boxhall

55

Graham Levitt

52

Atila Kerestes

31

Mike Pobjoy

28

Laura Sullivan

26

Duncan Robertson

20

Ian Cohn

18

Scott Anderson

11

David Ross

10

Phil O’Bryan

9

Mart Bosman

9

Andy Smith

8

Scott Lennon

7

Ben Talbot

7

Ollie Barthelmes

6

Gary Mason

5

Terry Knight

4

Bernie Hochwimmer

4

Brendan Judd

4

Kenton Ford

4

James Rowe

2

Instructor & Duty Pilot Roster

Craig Collings

1

Don’t forget to contact the Duty Instructor to
book your training or check flight requirements
prior to the weekend to assist with planning of
instructing resources.

If you are not currently qualified to operate the
winch, why not consider obtaining training and
help share the workload?
There is an annual prize for the most active
winch driver awarded at the AGM in January.

Visitors Veronica and Chris with MBGC member
Reuben Lane centre and ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Interesting internet links
Mt Beauty airport webcam and weather
station
www.ymbt.org.au
rd

Australian Gliding Team 33 FAI World
Gliding Championships Leszno, Poland
Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/AUglidingteam/phot
os/pcb.340953346067829/340953162734514/
?type=1&theater
and:
http://www.soaringspot.com/leszno2014/result
s
Safe Spinning
http://www.gliding.co.uk/bgainfo/safety/safespi
nning.htm
Ford Plane
http://www.youtube.com/embed/iKlt6rNciTo?re
l=0

Don’t just turn up on the day expecting to
receive instruction without prior notification.
If you are unable to be Duty Instructor or Duty
Pilot on your rostered day, it is up to you to
arrange a replacement and let Peter Demeo
know who you have swapped with.
Contact Peter at p.demeo@telstra.com or
0428 264 110.
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Duty Instructor Roster

Duty Instructor contact details

Duty Pilot Roster

PETER DEMEO – SECRETARY
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And now a word from our sponsors
MT BEAUTY

Don’t forget to nominate MBGC as the
recipient of their donation when you purchase
items from their store.
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Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
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